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                   A Pennsylvania Corporation                    Provider for Game of Skill Machines 
     
 

318 Pittsburgh St. Ste B, Scottdale, PA 15683  Office: 724.987.5100  Fax: 724.987.7741 
 

 

Dear Business Associates, 
   
Enclosed is information that will clearly show that our Games are, “in fact,” a game of 

skill and not game of chance. 

 Pennsylvania follows the “dominate factor test” which means that, for a skill game to 

be legal, it must be a game where skill predominates rather than chance. In making this 

determination, Pennsylvania courts will determine the relative amount of chance and skill 

present in the game. With regard to the Pace-O-Matic skill games, skill is the dominant 

factor because (i) the player must take an affirmative action by choosing the correct spot to 

line up the symbols within a limited period of time or he will automatically lose the game, 

(ii) by choosing the correct spot, the player can win every time , (iii) the “Next Puzzle allows 

the player to see the next puzzle and calculate the amount of points he might win before 

play begins, and (iv) experienced players are likely to fare better than inexperienced 

players. With the combination of the above-listed items it clearly shows that skill 

predominates over chance. 

As part of our business strategy, Pace-O-Matic will provide a Pennsylvania attorney to 

defend its Pennsylvania approved skill games from any law enforcement challenges. 

As a courtesy to verify the validity of our pledge to provide legal gaming, we have enclosed the 
following: 

 Pace-O-Matic Legal Counsel Bio   
 PA Skill Legal Timeline  
 Letter from Pace-O-Matic of commitment to defend  
 Full copy of the “Pennsylvania Court Order Decision”  

The PA court order implicitly states that our games are a game of skill and that the state cannot 
show in any substantial way, that they are a game of chance.  In this decision the courts have 
recognized that our games are “of skill” and not “of chance”.  This decision helps ensure the 
legality and credibility of our games of skill! 

      CALL FOR A FREE ON SITE DEMO TODAY  

  Demo & Show Room  

Imobiliare Enterprises    located at our Scottdale Office 
LiveWire Express, Inc.  
LiveWireVending@gmail.com 

mailto:LiveWireVending@gmail.com


 

 

PLAYER’S CHOOSE THEIR GAME EACH GAME DIFFERENT BONUS 

 

PARTNERED WITH 

IMOBILIARE ENTERPRISES 
 

YOUR AGENT INFORMATION: 

Gametronic Model 
    Chrome with Base  





 

J.M.B ENTERPRISES 
 OHIO MAIN OFFICE 567.220.7228 PA LOCAL OFFICE (724) 987-5100 FAX (419) 732-3524    

 

Accounting For Revenue: 

 

Each machine has many services and set-up screens built into the game software. 

 

 These screens can only be accessed by having a key to the machine cabinet, triggering 

 a supervisor toggle switch and bringing up on a screen a machine audit report screen 

 (See definition and ticket example). 

          THIS INTERNAL AUDITING SYSTEM IS PERMANENT AND UNCHANGEABLE. 

When this report is triggered a complete information ticket is printed out. This ticket 

will show all VALUE PLAYED, CASH-IN, WINNERS OUT AND NET EARNINGS 

AMOUNT among other information. These tickets can be produced as often as 

desired. The right hand column is always the latest information since the last time a 

ticket was printed out. No one can cheat the revenue. 

 I have designed a very detailed but simple to use program for reporting the earnings a

 and associated information (See definitions and report examples) 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

Got Questions?? No problem. Contact any one of our offices to speak with a “Game of skill” 

professional and let us schedule a FREE DEMO today. (Demo is completed on site)  

 J.M.B Enterprise  

Main Office: (567) 220-7228 

Tiffin, OH 44883  

 

PA Office :     (724) 987-5100 

 Operated by: LiveWire Express, Inc.  

Vending Dept. 

 www.facebook.com/ImobiliareEnterprises 
Visit us on Facebook for “Game of skill” product details 
 

 

http://www.facebook.com/ImobiliareEnterprises




IMOBILIARE ENTERPRISES Stats for "New" location  - CAMERON COUNTY MAY 2015
LOG DATE MACH GAME MACH FILL % AMT PLAYED CASH IN CASH OUT NET EARN INT ENT LOCATION NEGATIVE

NO NO. ID TID NO REMAIN "CP" "CI" "CO" "NT" 60% 40% BALANCE

1-May SKL -$                    -$                    -$                    

SKL -$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

TTL THIS WK -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$         

8-May SKL -$                    -$                    -$                    

SKL -$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

TTL THIS WK -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$         

15-May SKL 2 6,150.80$          1,732.00$          614.22$             1,117.78$          670.67$             447.11$             

SKL 1 31,781.20$        5,533.00$          4,368.02$          1,164.98$          698.99$             465.99$             

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

TTL THIS WK 37,932.00$        7,265.00$          4,982.24$          2,282.76$          1,369.66$          913.10$             -$         

22-May SKL 1 29,342.00$        5,705.00$          3,102.93$          2,602.07$          1,561.24$          1,040.83$          

SKL 2 16,512.40$        3,768.00$          766.02$             3,001.98$          1,801.19$          1,200.79$          

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

TTL THIS WK 45,854.40$        9,473.00$          3,868.95$          5,604.05$          3,362.43$          2,241.62$          -$         

29-May SKL 2 3,406.80$          325.00$             601.61$             (276.61)$            (165.97)$            (110.64)$            

ARC 1 954.40$             515.00$             116.71$             398.29$             238.97$             159.32$             

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

-$                    -$                    -$                    

TTL THIS WK 4,361.20$          840.00$             718.32$             121.68$             73.01$               48.67$               -$         

TOTAL THIS MONTH 88,147.60$     17,578.00$     9,569.51$       8,008.49$   4,805.09$   3,203.40$   -$         

TOTAL BALANCE FORWARD  2014

TOTAL FOR 2014 -$         

TOTAL LIFETIME 88,147.60$     17,578.00$     9,569.51$       8,008.49$   4,805.09$   3,203.40$   -$         
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